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Abstract

Recent politics has been characterized by politicians' harsh anti-immigration appeals and
backlash against immigrants. I present a novel explanation for this backlash that hinges
on politicians' ability to make such appeals credible. The starting point is a cheap talk
model in which a politician (sender) is aligned with one of two opposed groups (receivers)
and seeks to communicate her preferences to win support. Importantly, an increase in
the weaker group's capacity may enable credible communication by the opposed type of
politician, ironically making the weaker group worse-o�. Illustrating the model, I discuss
how Donald Trump credibly communicated alignment with anti-immigration groups in 2016
through harsh messaging against immigrants, whose power was increasing. More broadly,
the model and case show how the behavior of strategic actors can underpin realignments,
with shifts in relative group power proving crucial in enabling politicians to assemble novel
political coalitions.
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In the standard narrative of political backlash, a disadvantaged social group makes incremen-

tal gains, winning small increases in rights and power. But an advantaged group subsequently

feels threatened by its relative loss of status. Motivated by a perception of threat, the ad-

vantaged group �ghts to reverse the gains made by its opponent. Where the disadvantaged

group achieves �two steps forward,� the advantaged group �ghts to push it �one step back�

(Klarman 1994; Alter and Zürn 2019). This story has intuitive plausibility, and it seemingly

has recurred numerous times in American political history (Klinkner and Smith 2002, 324).

Yet a key piece is missing. Most immediately, where does the sense of threat come from?

One story about backlash against immigration�the present substantive focus�holds that

voters' personal exposure to increasing numbers of immigrants creates a sense of threat.

Some work seems to support this hypothesis (Hawley 2011; Enos 2014, 2016; Mayda, Peri,

and Steingress 2018). But other work shows no relationship between exposure to minorities

and attitudes and behavior. Though Abrajano and Hajnal (2015, ch.4) �nd an e�ect of

state-level Latino population on political views, they fail to �nd an e�ect of zip code-level

Latino population. Jardina (2019, 97-9) suggests a weak relationship between geography and

white identity. Reny, Collingwood, and Valenzuela (2019) use survey data to show no e�ect

of an increase in the Latino population on shifts to Republicans from 2012 to 2016. Finally,

Hill, Hopkins, and Huber (2019) use precinct-level data to examine the e�ect of changing

demographics on pro-Republican shifts in voting patterns from 2012 to 2016. They �nd that

an increase in the Hispanic population led to less support for the Republican candidate, as

did an increase in the non-citizen foreign-born population. At best then, the evidence for

local demographics leading to a backlash is mixed, with Hill, Hopkins, and Huber suggesting

that the immigration issue may be nationalized.

To the extent that voters are not reacting to local demographic shifts, they likely rely on

political elites to shape their perception of demographic change or sense of threat. Recent

work convincingly argues that elites play a key role in shaping voters' views (Lenz 2012;
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Flynn, Nyhan, and Rei�er 2017). Indeed, the literature on backlash emphasizes the im-

portance of elites and institutions in making race or immigration a political issue (Frymer

2005; Weaver 2007; Abrajano and Hajnal 2015, 35), with experimental work suggesting that

elites may do so by raising the prospect of increasing diversity (Outten et al. 2012; Craig

and Richeson 2014a, 2014b; Danbold and Huo 2015). These elites may include not only

politicians but also the media. Exerting great in�uence over voters (Gilliam and Iyengar

2000; Kellstedt 2000), media companies' motivations increasingly re�ect partisan political

priorities (Levendusky 2013; Hedding et al. 2019). Yet whether politicians or media, when

strategic actors are key to exploiting voters' potential for backlash, the standard story now

exhibits an inconsistency. If such an actor knew that an opponent was about to achieve

policy victories, why not activate sympathetic voters before the opponent succeeded and

became at least partially entrenched? In other words, why not zero steps forward?

I argue that a key challenge faced by politicians seeking to stop opposed groups' victories

is credibly communicating their alignment with allied groups. I �rst present a baseline

model in which a politician sends a public cheap talk message that communicates alignment

with one group by communicating opposition to the other. Concretely, when a presidential

candidate expresses concerns about Medicare for All, she may communicate alignment with

insurance companies, speci�cally because doing so alienates more radical reformers. Or

when a governor issues an order directing a committee to study bathrooms, for example, he

may communicate that his top priority is social conservatism, speci�cally because doing so

alienates business interests. Following this, groups may decide whether to o�er support to

the politician. Finally, the politician uses this support to implement policy.

Importantly, the presence of the second group allows for mutual discipline and enables

credible communication from the politician to both groups. In plain language, the politician

can earn one group's support by repudiating that of the other group. But for this to be

credible, we need each type of politician to bene�t most from the support of the aligned
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group (the single-crossing property in this setting); otherwise, all politician types would

always express alignment with the higher-capacity group. This may hold when two conditions

coincide. First, a group's support and the speci�c goals of the type of politician with which

it is aligned are complementary. Second, the two groups are relatively close in their capacity

to provide resources to the politician.

This second condition underlies the connection between shifts in power and backlash. If

one group is much weaker, all politicians want to express alignment with the stronger group

irrespective of the truth. But should the capacity of the weaker group increase moderately,

politicians may separate, with the stronger group thus able to identify its allies to promote

policies that hurt the weaker group. Ironically then, the weaker group's increase in capacity

may actually make it worse o�. This result may be surprising, but it constitutes a fully

strategic explanation for important aspects of backlash politics. To the extent that strategic

elites generate voters' backlash, this theory provides a clear resolution to the initial puzzle

while incorporating the central role of political communication.

Normatively, there is some cause for pessimism. Weaker groups may face backlash should

their power grow. And when groups are allowed to invest in capacity, the threat posed

by backlash may stop a weaker group from doing so even when capacity is free. More

broadly, though, one may interpret this paper's argument as a challenge to fatalism about

immigration's political consequences. Such fatalism is exempli�ed by Hillary Clinton, who

said of European immigration, �[T]hat is what lit the �ame.... Europe has done its part,

and must send a very clear message�`we are not going to be able to continue provide refuge

and support'�because if we don't deal with the migration issue it will continue to roil

the body politic� (Wintour 2018). Similarly, in his book Melting Pot or Civil War?, Reihan

Salam (2018) argues that if the immigration system is not reformed to emphasize high-skilled

immigration and promote assimilation, the presence of low-skilled immigrants necessarily

leads to racial polarization. This paper's argument suggests that negative consequences may
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be caused not by immigrants (unavoidably) interacting with their neighbors, but rather by

particular strategic behavior of elites.

I illustrate the theory with a case study of US immigration politics. Following the en-

actment of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965, Republican politicians almost

uniformly promised increased enforcement but also gestured toward sympathy for immi-

grants. In 1986, President Reagan signed the Immigration Reform and Control Act, which

was to increase enforcement of immigration laws, yet the number of undocumented immi-

grants later spiked. Elite immigration hardliners blamed insu�cient commitment by Reagan,

George H.W. Bush, and others, and they expressed skepticism of the motives of subsequent

Republicans pursuing other reform e�orts. Years later, the picture changed. The country's

continued diversi�cation allowed immigrant groups to organize more e�ectively, enabling

2016 presidential candidate Donald Trump's strident repudiation of them to be meaningful.

This sent a credible message to elite immigration foes, whose support helped propel him to

the White House to pursue draconian immigration policies. Immigrants' increasing strength

thus enabled credible messaging and mobilization against them.

Prior work

The most closely related theoretical article is Farrell and Gibbons (1989), who study a cheap

talk model with one sender and two receivers. Equilibrium play in my baseline model yields

a structure of payo�s that can be mapped to their case of v1 < 0 and v2 > 0, with w2

negative. As depicted in their Figure 2, either mutual discipline or no communication may

result. Other work similarly explores this logic in distinct settings. In an example pertaining

to campaign credibility, Harrington (1992) features a set of voters and two candidates, with

all three holding private information about their own preferences. Each candidate values

policy and holding o�ce, and holding o�ce is worth more when the voters agree with the

candidate's policies. This enables candidates to separate and credibly communicate their
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policy intentions.1 In an example pertaining to campaign �nance, Schnakenberg and Turner

(2021) examine whether a campaign contribution can signal private information about policy

to a politician through its e�ect on the probability that the politician is re-elected. When a

donor gives to a potentially misaligned moderate, it signals to the moderate that the donor

has learned that light regulation of its industry is socially optimal; this is made credible by

forgoing the opportunity to support the electoral prospects of the moderate's opponent, who

is an ideological ally of the donor.

In contrast, this paper examines where the payo� structures that imply either mutual dis-

cipline or no communication ultimately come from as they speci�cally pertain to politicians'

communication to groups o�ering support. Studying this setting leads to novel theoretical

insights. To give one example, I consider an extension to the baseline model in which groups

may choose to invest in capacity before playing the moves of the baseline game. Essentially,

before playing a two-receiver cheap talk game together, the two receivers strategically inter-

act to determine the inputs into the cheap talk game. The closest theoretical analogue in

the literature is Antic and Persico (2020), though they study endogenous con�ict of interest

between a single sender and receiver under the canonical preference structure of Crawford

and Sobel (1982).2 I show that one receiver may decline free capacity in order to prevent the

other's credible communication. This is reminiscent of some results on credible delegation

(Gailmard and Patty 2012, 368, 374), particularly if there is a sense of capacity to review

and revise the decisions of an agent. Of course, this is distinct from capacity's present role

in conditioning credible communication.

This paper's substantive contribution is to show how backlash against shifts in group

1. Harrington (1993) extends this argument to a repeated setting in which players have heterogeneous

beliefs about the most e�ective policy.

2. Related work endogenizes information acquisition (Austen-Smith 1994; Argenziano, Severinov, and

Squintani 2016; Deimen and Szalay 2019), which is distinct from what is explored presently.
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power may be rooted in the strategic behavior of political elites, with elite communication

playing a key role. This contrasts with some existing work on backlash in American politics,

which is centered around lay people's myopia (Ura 2014) and direct observation of diversi-

�cation (Abrajano and Hajnal 2015).3 However, my theory complements and extends work

that has seen backlash as a product of the actions of the media (Gilliam and Iyengar 2000;

Kellstedt 2000) and political elites (Weaver 2007).4

The model

I present a model in which a politician communicates her preferences to two groups. Fol-

lowing this, the groups can grant support to help the politician implement policy. Two key

aspects of the model can make the politician's communication credible. First, there is an

aligned group as well as an opposed group. When the o�cial's message signi�es alignment

with one group, it simultaneously signi�es disagreement with the other group. Second, a

group's e�ort to help the politician implement policy is more e�ective when the politician

agrees with the group. Otherwise, the politician would always want to express alignment

with the group facing an arbitrarily lower cost of e�ort, regardless of actual alignment.

3. Studying a slum neighborhood in Uganda, Habyarimana et al. (2007) relatedly argue that ethnic diver-

sity undermines public goods provision speci�cally because of how lay coethnic and non-coethinic individuals

interact. The present theory may alternatively suggest a role for elites.

4. Other theoretical work seeks to explain populist backlashes against economic shifts, with voters speci�-

cally reacting either to international trade (Grossman and Helpman 2018; Karakas and Mitra 2020), potential

corruption by politicians and elites (Acemoglu, Egorov, and Sonin 2013), or both (Pastor and Veronesi 2018).

By contrast, this paper is concerned with con�ict between social groups. Additionally, unlike this paper,

much of this literature assumes preferences that are nonstandard in various ways. For example, voters in Pas-

tor and Veronesi derive utility not only from consumption but also from low inequality itself, and Grossman

and Helpman incorporate social-psychological considerations.
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Formal de�nition

Preliminaries

A policy x lies in a policy space R. Players consist of a politician P and two groups A and

B. Policy is initially be located at x = 0. P has one of two types corresponding to sharing

preferences with either A or B. P �rst sends a cheap talk message. Next, groups A and B can

grant nonnegative support to P to enable P to move policy. An exogenous fraction φ ∈ [0, 1)

of each level of support must either be used to move policy in the direction preferred by the

group or disposed, while the remaining fraction 1− φ may be used however P prefers. The

distance that P may move policy is be equal to the amount of support available and usable

for a given direction.

Utility functions

Players shall have the following utility functions:

UP (x) = σx,

UA(x) = −x−
sA

2

2ψA
,

UB(x) = x− sB
2

2ψB
,

where σ ∈ {−1, 1} is P 's type, sI is Group I's level of support for P , and ψI is Group I's

�capacity� or inverse marginal cost of granting support. Notice that P does not have direct

utility over support; P 's concern for it follows from its necessity to shift policy.

Sequence of moves

The sequence of moves is as follows:

1. P 's type σ ∈ {−1, 1} is drawn and revealed to P . With probability p ∈ (0, 1), σ = −1
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and P agrees with A. Otherwise, P agrees with B.

2. P sends a message m ∈ {L,R}.

3. Each group I ∈ {A,B} chooses a level of support sI ∈ R+.

4. P selects policy x subject to x ∈
[
−
(
sA + (1− φ)sB

)
,
(
(1− φ)sA + sB

)]
.

5. The game ends and payo�s are realized.

Assumptions

The following assumption is without loss of generality:

Assumption 1 (Relative Group capacity). ψA ≤ ψB.

That is to say, Group A faces a higher cost of granting support.

Summary

The exogenous parameters are p, φ, ψA, and ψB. The endogenous choices are m, sA, sB, and

x. The random variable is σ. As a sequential game of imperfect information, the natural

equilibrium concept is perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE).

Discussion

The message can represent a politician taking a symbolic action, such as the president issuing

a substantively meaningless executive order, or it can represent a politician's campaign

communications, such as an expression of support for a policy priority. Subsequent real-

world political support (in its various forms) corresponds to the level of support in the

model, and a real-world politician later issuing consequential executive orders or pushing for

consequential legislation corresponds to policy implementation in the model.
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A key assumption is that support from a group exhibits complementarity with the goals of

the politician type who is aligned with that group; similar assumptions appear in related work

(Harrington 1992, 1993; Schnakenberg 2014).5 The degree of complementarity is represented

by the parameter φ. If political support took the form of money or one's own individual

vote, φ would equal zero, as money and votes can be immediately and perfectly repurposed

for whatever end is desired. Yet this is often not the form that it takes. Achieving policy

goals can require mobilizing outside forces such as activists, interest groups, and lay people

(Andrews 2001; Edwards III 2009; Bueno de Mesquita 2010). These outside forces may be

better-equipped to achieve policies that they support, as achieving speci�c goals can mean

being embedded in the right policy, donor, or activist network (Plehwe 2014; Skocpol and

Hertel-Fernandez 2016; Hertel-Fernandez, Skocpol, and Sclar 2018) as well as understanding

how to talk to and motivate would-be allies (Lilleker 2006, 186). If these groups' goals are

actually not aligned with those of the politician, their e�orts to help the politician achieve

her preferred policy are likely to be ine�ective. For example, it may be futile for a politician

to misrepresent as an immigration opponent and subsequently call on immigration opponents

to push for more lax immigration laws.6

Analysis

I �rst examine how A and B should support P as a function of their posterior belief about

the probability that σ = −1, which I denote µ. Expected utility to A as a function of sA is

5. Relatedly, Ting (2011) and Hirsch and Shotts (2012) study the ability of a bureaucrat, legislature, or

committee to learn �policy-speci�c� information, which can only be used to implement a speci�c policy.

6. An alternative interpretation of φ is as a reduced-form reputational cost of misrepresentation (Schnaken-

berg and Turner 2019, 770). Immigration opponents may refuse to carry out pro-immigration commands,

and immigration supporters may not reemerge either, doubting that someone who was actually committed

to their cause would ever have expressed opposition to it.
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as follows:

EUA(sA) = µ
(
sA + (1− φ)sB

)
+ (1− µ)

(
− (1− φ)sA − sB

)
− sA

2

2ψA
.

In mirror image, the following holds for B:

EUB(sB) = µ
(
− sA − (1− φ)sB

)
+ (1− µ)

(
(1− φ)sA + sB

)
− sB

2

2ψB
.

As we see, support helps P to move policy. But if P is the �wrong� type, she cannot perfectly

repurpose support, as re�ected by φ < 1. The respective �rst-order conditions imply the

following optima (with second-order conditions satis�ed):

s∗A(µ) = max
{(
− (1− φ) + µ(2− φ)

)
ψA, 0

}
,

s∗B(µ) = max
{(

1− µ(2− φ)
)
ψB, 0

}
.

As µ increases, A becomes more willing to support, because P is more likely to be aligned,

and likewise for B given a decrease in µ. Of course, both A and B are willing to support

more when φ increases, as their support becomes more speci�c to their objectives and only

helps move policy in their respective preferred directions.

We may now analyze the equilibria. As with a canonical cheap talk game, a pooling

equilibrium always exists. The �rst proposition summarizes when separation is possible:

Proposition 1 (Separation). A separating equilibrium exists whenever 1− φ ≤ ψA
ψB
≤ 1

1−φ .

Proof. All proofs are in Appendix D.

To gain intuition, this condition can be re-expressed as the intersection of two conditions:

(1− φ)ψB ≤ ψA and (1− φ)ψA ≤ ψB. That is to say, the amount that A wants to o�er an
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Figure 1: The region in (ψA, ψB)-space in which separation is possible.

aligned type of P must exceed the amount that P could gain by misrepresenting herself as

aligned with B, and the other way around. This allows separation to occur. See Figure 1.

Two parameter shifts that can bring the separating equilibrium into existence are of

interest. First, increasing φ helps both of these conditions to be satis�ed. Intuitively, the

less that P can use support for purposes contrary to the intentions of the groups, the less

incentive P has to misrepresent and take help from an opponent. Second, making ψA and

ψB su�ciently close also helps satisfy the conditions. Intuitively, when the two groups have

close to equal capacity, P no longer has an incentive to communicate that she is aligned with

a group solely because it has higher capacity.

Equilibrium selection

Farrell and Gibbons (1989, 1220) demonstrate that whenever a separating equilibrium exists

in a cheap talk game with one sender and two receivers, the pooling equilibrium fails the

criterion of neologism-proofness as long as the receivers' mappings from beliefs to actions

satisfy a type of consistency with one another (coherence). The idea behind neologism-
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proofness is that the sender and receivers have access to a rich language with common and

literal meaning. Essentially, the pooling equilibrium is selected against because of the idea

that the sender would be able to make a speech like �I really am of type 1, and you should

believe me because only a type 1 sender would have an incentive to convince you so� (Farrell

1993). While coherence is de�ned in a setting in which receivers have binary actions, its

purpose is to ensure that the sender prefers separation. This holds presently:

Lemma 1 (Politician preference for equilibrium). When the separating equilibrium exists,

the politician prefers it to the pooling equilibrium.

Under pooling, both groups may grant support when it is hard enough to repurpose and

when their prior belief that the politician is aligned is su�ciently great. But the inability

to identify friends and enemies leaves this a speculative exercise, reducing the total amount

that the politician receives in aggregate as well as the amount that the politician can use to

achieve preferred objectives. For this reason, each politician type does better when she can

credibly identify herself to both groups.7 Given this, I reach the following result:

Proposition 2 (Equilibrium selection). When the separating equilibrium exists, the pooling

equilibrium fails neologism-proofness.

Consequently, I shall select the separating equilibrium when it exists.8

7. This is distinct from a main result of this paper, which is that separation is not necessarily better

for a group. This stems from an asymmetry: for the politician, separation assures her of �nding an ally.

But for a group, separation might only �nd its opponent an ally. The inclusion of multiple politicians with

independently-drawn types would not change this, as it is not clear that they would interact in any way, and

whether any given politician separated would be independent of that same question for any other politician.

8. Alternatively, Harrington (1992, 265-7) adapts the equilibrium re�nement of announcement-proofness

(Matthews, Okuno-Fujiwara, and Postlewaite 1991) to a setting with multiple senders and receivers. It is

straightforward to demonstrate that this re�nement also selects the separating equilibrium presently.
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Capacity shifts and backlash

We can now look at how an exogenous shift in group I's capacity, ψI , a�ects policy outcomes.

Importantly, this may have two di�erent e�ects.

First, holding �xed whether A and B have been able to learn the type of P , a group's

increase in capacity straightforwardly gives it greater ability to provide support when it

deems doing so to be helpful. Consider two di�erent informational baselines : one in which

communication is prohibited, and another of perfect information. Outcomes under the former

correspond to those in the pooling equilibrium, while outcomes under the latter correspond

to those in the separating equilibrium when supportable. I reach the following conclusion:

Proposition 3. Within each informational baseline, expected policy E[x] weakly decreases

with an increase in ψA, with the decrease strict whenever s∗A > 0.

That is to say, if A's capacity does not determine what P is able to learn, then increasing

that capacity always causes policy to move in A's preferred direction.

But second, a group's increase in capacity may change whether A and B are able to learn

P 's type in the �rst place. Recalling that A is the disadvantaged group, I shall examine

how expected policy behaves around the value of ψA at which separation becomes possible.

Speci�cally, recall that A's capacity has increased enough to admit separation when ψA =

(1 − φ)ψB. At the instant that ψA reaches this level, what happens to expected policy?

Before answering this question, I establish some de�nitions:

De�nition 1. If p > 1−φ(1−φ)
2−φ(3−φ) , then separation strongly favors A.

De�nition 2. If p < 1−2φ
2−φ(3−φ) , then separation strongly favors B.

Figure 2 illustrates where in the parameter space each of these conditions is satis�ed.

Roughly, when separation strongly favors A, p is large and φ is small. And when sepa-
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Figure 2: In region I, separation strongly favors B. In region II, separation strongly favors
neither. In region III, separation strongly favors A.

ration strongly favors B, p and φ are both small. I now reach the following result:

Proposition 4. Suppose that separation does not strongly favor A. As a function of ψA,

expected policy E[x] exhibits a positive jump discontinuity at ψA = (1− φ)ψB.

When separation does not strongly favor A (as in most of (p, φ)-space), A experiences a

backlash jump in expected policy; this is illustrated in Figure 3.9 Policy's sharp rightward

jump at ψA = (1 − φ)ψB hurts A's policy goals. This happens because when separation

becomes possible due to the increase in ψA, A is nevertheless still weaker than B. Although

both are now able to identify when the politician is an ally, B's still greater capacity allows

it to take better advantage of this information. Only if A's capacity su�ciently increases

beyond (1− φ)ψB is A actually better o�.

9. If separation had strongly favored A, we would have concluded that p is large and φ is small. Under

such case, policy actually exhibits a negative jump (bene�ting A) at ψA = (1− φ)ψB . That is because it is

di�cult to grant support that only the aligned type of politician can use, but the probability that any given

politician agrees with A is high.
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Figure 3: Expected policy as a function of A's capacity ψA, with p = 1/2, φ = 1/3 and ψB = 1.
Starting from ψA < 2/3, increasing ψA to 2/3 brings the separating equilibrium into existence.
This allows the type of P that agrees with B to identify herself, motivating B's support
and shifting expected policy rightward against A's interests. Increasing A's capacity only
bene�ts it when the increase is su�ciently large.

In fact, when separation strongly favors B, the only way that A is able to get policy back

to where it was before separation became possible is for its capacity to increase so much that

pooling occurs due to B being comparatively low-capacity:

Proposition 5. Suppose that separation strongly favors B. Then

lim
ψA↑(1−φ)ψB

E[x] < lim
ψA↑ 1

1−φψB

E[x].

In plain language, the best policy for A under pooling (when separation is impossible because

of A's low capacity) is better than the best policy for A under separation (when admitted).

The backlash jump is not recti�ed until A's capacity ψA increases beyond 1
1−φψB. This

happens because separation strongly favoring B means that p and φ are small. Then it is

di�cult to grant support that only the aligned type of politician can use, but the probability

of agreement with B is high. Separation therefore has a large negative e�ect on A's utility.
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I conclude that unless separation strongly favors a weaker group, increased capacity

can actually hurt it. The presence of a su�ciently strong opponent, and consequently the

opportunity to repudiate its support in a meaningful way, enables allies of the still stronger

group to credibly identify themselves. This motivates the stronger group to support the

allied politician, who uses it to undermine the weaker group's goals. Thus, strengthening

the weaker group can cause a policy shift against its preferences, constituting a backlash.

Extensions

Extending the baseline model yields additional insights into credibility's role in backlash pol-

itics. I summarize the most important results here, with formal analyses in the appendices.

Endogenous capacity (ψI)

So far, I have assumed that ψA and ψB are exogenous. Yet arguably, groups have the ability

to invest in capacity. Given the results I have reached so far, how might this investment

actually play out? In an extension, I investigate this question by supposing the existence of a

group that initially has relatively low capacity (call it A) and another that has relatively high

capacity (call it B). The lower-capacity group can choose to invest in capacity, followed by

the ability of the higher-capacity group to respond with its own investment. Subsequently,

the baseline model plays out as before. I show that in most of the parameter space, the

prospect of backlash leads the disadvantaged group to forgo a free increase in capacity. This

is because while increased capacity may allow A to �nd and help its friends, this allows B to

increase its own capacity more than it otherwise would have while still preserving separation.

As a consequence, an even higher-capacity B is also able to �nd and help its friends. See

Appendix A for full details.
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Endogenous complementarity (φ)

We may be interested in φ being selected either by P or by the groups. Substantively, this

may correspond to a player's choice between building di�erent sorts of campaign infrastruc-

ture, emphasizing either donations (low φ) or activist organizing (high φ). This question

relates to work on the nature of the relationship between groups and parties, with groups

supplying not only money but also services and expertise (Skinner 2007).

Each group I chooses φI

Let each group I have its own complementarity of support, φI . While it may seem plausible

that each I would want φI to be as large as possible, this ignores strategic interactions.

When the prior probability of a politician type aligned with a lower-capacity group A is

su�ciently high, a higher-capacity group B may choose φB su�ciently small so as to jam

the ability of A to identify friends, since those friends would now be tempted to communicate

allegiance to B. Remarkably, B's equilibrium support is then zero, as only pooling is possible

and its prior belief is that the politician is unlikely to be a friend. This therefore provides

an alternative theoretical account of the �missing money� phenomenon, in which, given the

enormous �nancial stakes of public policy, the aggregate amount of campaign donations

appears smaller than it should (Chamon and Kaplan 2013). It also suggests that a stronger

group may specialize in granting funds, while a weaker group may specialize in activism. See

Appendix B for full details.

P chooses φ

Suppose that before the baseline model plays out, the politician can determine the value of

φ, with a value admitting separation feasible. To rule out a trivial and implausible case,

assume that the choice of φ is observable. We then have a multi-stage signaling game, to

which I apply the never dissuaded once convinced re�nement (Osborne and Rubenstein 1990,
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96-8). I �nd that one politician type must strictly prefer separation.10 That politician type

may select a corresponding value of φ. Then the other type can either select a di�erent value

of φ, separating immediately, or the same value of φ, only deferring separation until later.

Thus, separation always occurs; see Appendix C for full details. However, there may still be

a role for increasing a weaker group's capacity in enabling backlash: the minimum value of

φ admitting separation in the baseline model is a decreasing function of ψA when ψA < ψB.

Polarization

One way of examining the role of polarization would be to specify two ideal points, one

for each politician-group type pair. The farther apart these ideal points are, the more the

environment is polarized. Then of course the position of the status quo becomes relevant. If

the status quo lies su�ciently external to both ideal points, there is no longer any con�ict

and therefore no bene�t to sending informative messages. Both groups would want to select

maximum support knowing that the status quo is assured to move closer to them. And

obviously there would be little sense of backlash. Greater polarization means that this

situation occurs less often. The e�ect of increasing polarization, then, may be to increase

informative messages, decrease the degree to which policy moves, and increase the possibility

that a group's shift in power may lead to backlash.

What about the case in which policy lies in-between the two ideal points? If the status quo

were interior but su�ciently close to one of them, the group whose ideal point was far away

could only bene�t from granting a lot of support. If the aligned type has arisen, policy can

move a far distance favorably, while the misaligned type's potential to in�ict damage would

be limited. This would be reversed for the other group. So one group would want to support

a lot, and the other would want to support very little. And consequently, all politician types

would want to communicate alignment with the former, preventing separation from being

10. This is distinct from the result of Lemma 1, which held φ �xed.
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possible. However, in the speci�c case in which the status quo is close to the midpoint of the

ideal points and groups have disparate levels of capacity, su�ciently strict bounds on how

far support may move policy may bring each group's e�ective support close to equality and

enable separation when not previously possible. Of course, the �nite distance between ideal

points would be an upper-bound on how far policy could actually move.

In summary, while there are some ambiguities, greater polarization mostly implies more

credible communication. And while in some cases this may have led to greater policy shifts,

we must remember that increasing polarization decreases the measure of policies over which

everyone would have agreed such that credible communication was not even necessary; in

such a case, both groups would have granted support to help move policy. Therefore, for the

most part, greater polarization may imply more backlash.

The case of backlash against immigration in the US

I now illustrate the model with a case pertaining to immigration policy. To summarize,

elite immigration foes long mistrusted Republican politicians' commitment to the anti-

immigration cause, with politicians' communications about their preferences uninformative.

But due to a recent increase in pro-immigration groups' capacity, their support became

increasingly consequential. Now, a politician would be able to show alignment with anti-

immigration groups by repudiating the support of pro-immigration groups. Donald Trump

did exactly this with his harsh messaging, which won over elite immigration foes. This helped

Trump win the election and ultimately led to a policy backlash against immigrants.11

11. Admittedly, some recent Republican candidates preceding Donald Trump have been unquestionably

opposed to immigration, such as Tom Tancredo and Pat Buchanan. However, even if elite immigration foes

of the past may have been convinced of their alignment, immigration foes faced a steeper task in elevating

these less visible candidates in the absence of a diversity of social media, fund-raising platforms, and partisan

news organizations outside the control of the establishment (Steger 2016; Green�eld 2016). These candidates'
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Pooling equilibrium

For years, Republican politicians promised increased enforcement but also gestured toward

sympathy for Mexican migrants. For example, in a 1980 primary debate between George

H.W. Bush and Ronald Reagan, Bush stated, �[A]s we have made illegal some types of labor

that I would like to see legal, we're doing two things. We're creating a whole society of

really honorable, decent, family-loving people that are in violation of the law, and second

we're exacerbating relations with Mexico. These are good people, strong people�part of my

family is Mexican.� The ostensibly more conservative Reagan nevertheless felt compelled to

echo Bush, stating, �Rather than talking about putting up a fence, why don't we work out

some recognition of our mutual problems, make it possible for them to come here legally

with a work permit� (Lee 2017). This corresponds to the pooling equilibrium.

In 1986, President Reagan signed the Immigration Reform and Control Act, whose au-

thors had �gutted the employer sanctions�; following this, Border Patrol's sta� remained

relatively constant until 1993 (Plumer 2013). Jerry Kammer of the anti-immigration Center

for Immigration Studies believed that this was because �Reagan was never committed to the

worksite regulation that was essential to the e�ort to control the border� (2019). The 1986

law was followed by a sharp increase in the population of undocumented immigrants, going

from 3.5 million in 1990 to about 11 million in 2005 (Passel and Cohn 2019). This perceived

failure led hardliners to be skeptical of subsequent attempts to reform immigration. Writing

in the conservative American Interest, Gallagher (2016) wrote, �[T]he 2007 Comprehensive

Immigration Reform Act and the 2013 Gang of Eight bill were the same basic compromise,

with tweaks and a `trust us, this time we mean it.' Only, many people don't.� Conservative

columnist and strident immigration opponent Ann Coulter was blunter, writing,

The amnesty came, but the border security never did. Illegal immigration sextu-
pled. There have been a half dozen more amnesties since then, legalizing millions

lack of viability itself may have enabled them to credibly communicate their opposition to immigration.
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more foreigners who broke our laws. Perhaps we could have trusted Washington's
sincerity thirty years ago, but Americans have already been fooled once�then,
six more times. They aren't stupid. (Coulter 2015a, 8)

Once again, this corresponds to pooling in the model, with politicians unable to credibly

communicate their opposition to immigration.

Moderate increase in ψA

Soon enough though, a rising proportion of Latino immigrants led to an increase in their

political capacity (corresponding to an increase in ψA). This occurred through a number

of causal channels. Ramírez (2013) credits the rise of a Latino voting bloc and an increase

in Latino elected o�cials (Zepeda-Millán 2017, 38); more speci�cally, Zepeda-Millán (183-

4) describes e�orts by Latino political organizations to encourage naturalization and voter

registration. Additionally, both Ramírez (30-53) and Zepeda-Millán (67-100) point to the

central role of Spanish-language media, whose existence and in�uence depends on a critical

mass of consumers, in organizing political action. And Zepeda-Millán (127-8) notes that in

cities with higher foreign-born and undocumented Mexican populations, these media's calls

to political action have been more e�ective, speci�cally during the 2006 immigration reform

protests. Coordinated by pro-immigration groups and the Spanish-language media, millions

of people protested against the anti-immigration Sensenbrenner bill, which sought to make

undocumented status a felony, among other things (11).

These protests were an important milestone in pro-immigration forces' increase in ca-

pacity, and their e�orts helped to defeat the bill. Yet they had only attained intermediate

capacity. As the head of a DC-based pro-immigration group summarized it, �We were strong

enough to collectively stop Sensenbrenner, but not strong enough to pass comprehensive

immigration reform� (174). As predicted in the model, the moderate increase in capacity

marked the beginning of a backlash against immigration reform e�orts. Fox News took the
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opportunity to stir up fear of immigrants (142). And according to activists, the protests

had a polarizing e�ect on members of Congress, with anti-immigration groups using them to

raise money (172-3). Pro-immigration activists later expressed doubt about the wisdom of

these protests, concluding that they had hurt their chances at achieving comprehensive im-

migration reform (171). This suggests support for the endogenous capacity extension's result

that a weaker group might decline to invest in capacity because it anticipates a backlash.

Separating equilibrium

As late as 2012, even conservative television personality Sean Hannity was saying that he

had �evolved� on immigration and supported a pathway to citizenship for undocumented

immigrants without criminal records (Weiner 2012). Yet in this new separating equilibrium,

the role of politicians' credible communication in producing backlash became clear just a few

years later. In 2015, Donald Trump shattered the old messaging at his campaign announce-

ment, famously stating that �[w]hen Mexico sends its people, they're not sending their best....

They're bringing drugs. They're bringing crime. They're rapists� (Burns 2015). After the

San Bernardino mass shooting that December, he called for �a total and complete shutdown

of Muslims entering the United States� (Wolf 2018). The following June, Trump claimed that

a federal judge presiding over lawsuits against Trump University had �an absolute con�ict�

because of his �Mexican heritage� (Kendall 2016). These are only a few examples.

Contemporaneous observers argued that this strategy was costing Trump the potential

support of moderates (Berenson 2016). It also appeared to hurt Trump with more diverse

groups: as Green�eld (2016) noted at the time, �Trump's loaded, in�ammatory language

about immigration, biased `Mexican' judges, women and the African-American experience

have him polling at historically low levels with minorities and women.� But enraging these

constituencies was precisely what helped Trump's message resonate with elite immigration

opponents. According to Coulter, �When someone like Trump comes along and is actually
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serious about winning the very causes the GOP purportedly seeks to advance, he is seen as

a disruptive force� (Coulter 2015b). Immigration hardliners, who up to this point had failed

to �nd traction with political leaders, thus now saw in Trump a committed immigration

opponent. As Coulter later wrote, �[Y]ou know [Trump] will do what no other Republican

will: Go to Washington, kick ass, mock political correctness, build a wall, [and] deport

illegals� (Coulter 2016a); her book In Trump We Trust came out soon after (Coulter 2016b).

Winning over �gures like Coulter importantly allowed Trump to in�uence voters (Levitsky

and Ziblatt 2019, 58). The far-right website Breitbart led a network of conservative news

organizations in in�uencing the broader media agenda (Benkler et al. 2017; Faris et al. 2017).

And partisan media messages can spread even to those who do not consume them directly

(Druckman, Levendusky, and McLain 2018). With evidence suggesting that exposure to

partisan media has a large e�ect on political behavior (DellaVigna and Kaplan 2007; Martin

and Yurukoglu 2017), it is likely that Trump's ability to credibly communicate his preferences

to prominent anti-immigration elites ultimately moved erstwhile supporters in the public.

Indeed, this campaign messaging turned out to be largely credible: Trump's election

enabled draconian immigration policies, including the travel ban on many majority-Muslim

countries and the policy of separating families at the Mexican border. Intermediated by elite

immigration foes, the anti-immigration support that Trump earned during the campaign

proved crucial in helping to shield such policies from opposition, at times enabling him

to neutralize Republican critics. For example, Arizona Senator Je� Flake wrote a New

York Times editorial in August 2017 speci�cally criticizing Trump's immigration stances and

arguing that the U.S. bene�ts from unskilled laborers coming from Mexico (Flake 2017).

Quickly enough, supporters' response to Trump's withering criticism of ��ake Je� Flake�

reinforced Flake's di�culties with the primary electorate, leading him to announce in October

that he would not seek re-election (Gay Stolberg 2017).
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New coalitions

Republican priorities did not merely shift under everyone's feet. Rather, the possibility

of separation allowed Republican politicians such as Trump to credibly communicate the

Republican Party's commitment to opposing immigration. This may have precipitated ac-

tivation of certain types of Republican voters (Sides, Tesler, and Vavreck 2018) or sorting

across the parties (Cohn 2017; Sides, Tesler, and Vavreck 2017, 42). In 2002, for example,

62% of Democrats agreed in a survey that �large numbers of immigrants and refugees coming

into the US� posed a �critical threat� to the country, more than the 58% of Republicans who

agreed (Kafura and Hammer 2019). But by 2019, 78% of Republicans agreed while only

19% of Democrats agreed. Ultimately then, the rise of pro-immigration groups' power en-

abled credible messaging by Republican politicians against immigrants, thus strengthening

the association between the Republican Party and restrictionism.

This case has thus demonstrated how the increasing capacity of a lower-capacity group

can bring about a shift in political messaging. This messaging credibly communicates policy

commitments in a way that was previously impossible, enabling political elites to construct

new political coalitions that move policy against the interests of the lower-capacity group.

Conclusion

This paper has started from the premise that a key problem for groups is credibly identifying

allied politicians. One way for a politician to communicate her alignment with a group is

through repudiation of an opposed group. Yet credibility requires that the two groups be close

enough to one another in their capacity to o�er support to an ally. When pro-immigration

groups are so weak that no one would ever prefer their help over that from their opponents,

neither pro- nor anti-immigration groups can believe messages from any politician. But when

pro-immigration groups become stronger, repudiating them becomes meaningful. And when
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an opposed politician thus earns the support of anti-immigration groups, this can turn policy

against the preferences of the pro-immigration groups, constituting a backlash.

This paper has thus emphasized the role of elites in producing backlash, particularly that

against immigrants. Rather than looking to lay people's direct perception of demographic

shifts, I have examined elites' role in shaping this perception. Such a perspective demands a

model that satis�es two criteria. First, elite actors are strategic and forward-looking. Second,

elite communication plays a key role. The model that I have presented satis�es these criteria.

An anti-immigration group may anticipate that its opponents are about to achieve policy

victories, but the group's ability to stop its opponents may be limited by the aligned type

of politician's inability to credibly communicate her preferences. When opponents' capacity

increases, communication becomes credible and policy victories may reverse.

More broadly, the model's focus on elites helps us to understand how the behavior of

strategic actors can underpin realignments, with shifts in relative group power proving cru-

cial in enabling politicians to assemble novel political coalitions. The success of Donald

Trump's anti-immigration campaign was made possible by an increase in the capacity of

pro-immigration groups. And following his campaign and presidential actions, the Republi-

can Party has become inextricably associated with opposition to immigration. Future work

should inquire further about how group power and political communication determine the

shape that party coalitions take.
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A Endogenous capacity extension

I endogenize each ψI , allowing group I to choose to increase it from an initial value. Building

on the results of the baseline model, I demonstrate that a weaker group may decline a free

increase in capacity.

Preliminaries

In Stage 2, the baseline model plays out as before. In Stage 1, each I ∈ {A,B} starts with

an initial level of capacity ψ
I
. At no exogenous cost, I may later choose to increase ψI up

to a maximum of ψI (but may not decrease it).

Sequence of moves

The sequence of moves is as in the baseline model, except preceding them is the following:

Stage 1

1. A selects its capacity ψA ∈ [ψ
A
, ψA].

2. B selects its capacity ψB ∈ [ψ
B
, ψB].

Subsequent moves shall collectively comprise Stage 2.

Utility functions

In Stage 2, P , A, and B shall have the same utility functions as before. In Stage 1, A and

B shall have the following utility functions (P 's Stage 1 utility is inconsequential):

U1
A(x) = −x,

U1
B(x) = x.
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Assumptions

The following assumption concerns the initial capacity of the groups:

Assumption A.1 (Initial group capacity). ψ
A
< (1− φ)ψ

B
.

Corresponding to the case of interest, this simply states that A starts o� with lower capacity

compared to B, such that only the pooling equilibrium is admitted.

Next, I assume the following:

Assumption A.2 (Intermediate initial capacity for B). (1− φ)ψA < ψ
B
< 1

1−φψA.

The �rst part of this, (1−φ)ψA < ψ
B
, simply states that no matter B's choice of investment,

A cannot induce pooling by becoming su�ciently higher-capacity than B. The second part

of this, ψ
B
< 1

1−φψA, ensures non-triviality; it would otherwise be impossible for any strategy

pro�le to lead to separation in equilibrium.

Finally, I assume the following:

Assumption A.3 (High potential capacity for B). 1
1−φψA < ψB.

This simply states that no matter how much A invests, B can always induce pooling with

su�cient investment. Results are similar without this assumption, but it greatly simpli�es

the analysis while corresponding substantively to the case of interest.

Summary

The exogenous parameters are ψ
A
, ψA, ψB, ψB, p, φ, ψA, and ψB. The endogenous choices

are ψA, ψB, m, sA, sB, and x. The random variable is σ. As a sequential game of imper-

fect information, the natural equilibrium concept is perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE). I

continue to apply the equilibrium selection criterion described previously.
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Figure A.1: An example �tting the assumptions. In particular, ψ
A
= 1, ψ

B
= 4, ψA = 5,

ψB = 10, and φ = 4/9. As before, the cone is the region in which separation occurs. The dot
shows initial capacity, and the rectangle shows the set of points to which players may move
capacity.

Discussion

I comment brie�y on the assumptions. First, consider the order of moves. Allowing A to move

�rst corresponds to the backlash dynamics that I explore. The question is, in anticipation of

a higher-capacity group's strategic response, how does a lower-capacity group make decisions

about building its capacity? The assumed order of moves �ts this question.

Next, the assumption that increasing capacity is free only strengthens the results. Strik-

ingly, we shall see that A may still decline to do so.

Finally, consider the utility functions. In Stage 2, A and B incur a cost of supporting

P . Yet in Stage 1, A and B are unconcerned with these future costs. This can be justi-

�ed substantively. One can imagine the groups in Stage 1 as representing di�erent actors

compared to those in Stage 2. Donors or activists making decisions about how to build

their organizations may care about policy but not about the e�ort that bureaucrats in the

future will have to exert. Alternatively, the costs of granting support can capture a notion
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of constraint at the moment that it is granted rather than a source of negative utility to

an institutional designer. While this assumption simpli�es the analysis, it also allows us to

continue to focus on the substantively interesting question of how policy actually moves.

Analysis

Stage 2 plays out as before. In Stage 1, there are three cases. Under pooling, when p < 1−φ
2−φ ,

only B supports (Case 1 ), when 1−φ
2−φ < p < 1

2−φ , both support (Case 2 ), and when 1
2−φ < p,

only A supports (Case 3 ).

A key observation is that once A has made a choice of ψA, only two things can be

optimal for B: choose ψB just small enough such that a separating equilibrium continues

to be possible, or choose ψB as large as possible. In Cases 1 and 2, which option B prefers

is a function of ψA (while in Case 3, B grants zero support under pooling, so that its only

consideration in selecting ψB is which equilibrium it wishes to induce; we shall see that this

is not a function of ψA). For a small value of ψA, B would need to forgo a large potential

increase in ψB to maintain separation. As ψA increases, though, this sacri�ce diminishes, and

setting ψB = 1
1−φψA (the largest value of ψA compatible with separation) becomes relatively

more attractive. This is summarized in the following lemma:

Lemma A.1 (B's best response). Suppose that Case 1 or 2 holds. There exists a threshold

value of ψA, call it ψ̃A, such that ψA ≤ ψ̃A implies that B will induce pooling by setting

ψB = ψB, while ψA > ψ̃A implies that B will induce separation by setting ψB = 1
1−φψA.

Suppose instead that Case 3 holds. Then B either always prefers pooling or always prefers

separation irrespective of ψA. If B always prefers pooling, it sets ψB = ψB. If B always

prefers separation, it sets ψB = 1
1−φψA.

See Figure A.2 for an illustration of this result.1 E�ectively, when ψA is chosen to be small,

1. To guarantee equilibrium existence, and because A can move ψA rightward or leftward from ψ̃A by any
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B would need to set ψB much smaller than ψB to allow for separation, i.e. 1
1−φψA is small. In

such case, B does better to increase capacity as much as possible and give up on separation.

Yet when ψA becomes larger, setting ψB = 1
1−φψA becomes relatively more attractive, such

that B eventually prefers to sacri�ce some capacity to allow separation to happen.

Given B's best response, we shall see that A's optimum can be one of two things. First,

A may seek to avoid separation by setting ψA = ψ̃A. That is to say, A chooses the largest

ψA compatible with pooling. Second, A may select ψA as large as possible, with either

separation or pooling resulting depending on B's best reply.

To help characterize equilibrium outcomes, I de�ne cuto� values of p. Letting

Tp ≡
ψA −

√
tψA

(
ψA − 4(1− φ)2ψ

B

)
2(1− φ)2(2− φ)ψ

B

+
1− φ
2− φ

,

I shall say that p is low when p < 1
2−φ , intermediate when 1

2−φ < p < min
{
Tp,

1−φ(1−φ)
2−φ(3−φ)

}
,

high when Tp < p < 1−φ(1−φ)
2−φ(3−φ) , and very high when 1−φ(1−φ)

2−φ(3−φ) < p. These regions are illustrated

in Figure A.3. We are now ready for the following result:

Proposition A.1. When p is low, A sets ψA = max{ψ̃A, (1 − φ)ψ
B
}, B sets ψB = ψB,

and pooling occurs. When p is intermediate, A sets ψA = (1− φ)ψ
B
, B sets ψB = ψB, and

pooling occurs. When p is high, A sets ψA = ψA, B sets ψB = 1
1−φψA, and separation occurs.

Finally, when p is very high, A sets ψA = ψA, B sets ψB = ψB, and pooling occurs.

When p is low, A holds back on increasing ψA too far because it fears the consequences

of separation. This is because p is simply too small, such that when friends and enemies can

be identi�ed, this more often bene�ts the higher-capacity B.

Next, when p is intermediate, B always wants to separate: it grants zero support under

ε > 0, I assume that A can break B's indi�erence whichever way A prefers when ψA = ψ̃A.
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Figure A.2: Maintaining the parametric assumptions of Figure A.1 and �xing p = 207
700

(so
Case 1 holds), the black line is B's optimal choice of ψB given ψA. The discontinuity is at
ψ̃A = 3.
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Figure A.3: In regions I, II, III, and IV, p is low, intermediate, high, and very high, re-
spectively. Very high p coincides with separation strongly favoring A. In this example,
ψA = ψ

B
= 8.
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pooling, while p is tilted enough in A's favor that it grants positive support. If separation

were instead to occur, the higher-capacity B would identify and support more friends than

A would like, relative to A's bene�t of identifying its own friends.

Next, when p is high, B still always wants to separate. What has changed is A's calcu-

lation. Now, p has become su�ciently large such that A's bene�t of identifying its friends

improves relative to the cost of B being able to identify its friends. While B still does better

under separation, it has become relatively attractive to A compared to the alternative of

keeping ψA so small that for B it is infeasible to induce separation.

Finally, when p is very high, separation strongly favors A in the sense de�ned above.

Large p and small φ means that most politicians are likely to be A's friend. Yet without

the ability to identify friends or grant support that can only be used for agreeable purposes,

there is a high potential for A's support to be repurposed. Therefore, B always wants to

induce pooling, so both players increase their capacity as far as possible.

A comparative static implication we thus see is that increasing p su�ciently may make it

larger than Tp, implying that A comes to prefer separation. That is to say, when A is more

likely to identify a friend, it becomes more valuable for it to try to do so. Of course, increasing

p too much may therefore lead B to induce pooling. I additionally �nd the following:

Proposition A.2 (Comparative statics). The measure of φ in which separation occurs is

increasing in ψA and decreasing in ψ
B
.

These comparative statics essentially re�ect a change in various forms of relative capacity

of A compared to B. When A's maximum potential capacity decreases, separation becomes

less desirable to A. And when B's initial capacity is greater, this gives A room to increase

its capacity more while still not triggering separation, making pooling relatively attractive.

In summary, then, increasing B's relative current and potential capacity leads A to be

increasingly wary of choosing to increase its own capacity to the maximum that is feasible.
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B Group selection of complementarity extension

I extend the baseline model to examine how groups might endogenously choose complemen-

tarity φ. I therefore relax the assumption that there is a common value of φ and instead

allow it to be speci�c to each player, i.e. φI is the fraction of I's support that cannot be

repurposed, with I ∈ {A,B}. Additionally, selection of each φI occurs simultaneously before

the baseline model plays out.

Formal de�nition

Preliminaries are as in the baseline model, except an endogenously chosen fraction φI of the

support granted by group I ∈ {A,B}, must either be used to move policy in the speci�ed

direction or disposed. The sequence of moves is as before, except preceding them is the

following:

Stage 1

1. Each group I ∈ {A,B} simultaneously selects φI ∈ [φ
I
, φI ].

Subsequent moves shall collectively comprise Stage 2. Utility functions are as in the endoge-

nous capacity extension. Assumption 1 is maintained. Next, to analyze a non-trivial case, I

assume the following:

Assumption B.1 (Non-triviality). φ
B
≤ 1− ψA

ψB
< φB.

This ensures that B (who we shall see holds the keys to separation) actually has a choice of

inducing pooling or separation.
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Summary

The exogenous parameters are p, φ
A
, φ

B
, φA, φB, ψA, and ψB. The endogenous choices are

φA, φB, m, sA, sB, and x. The random variable is σ. As a sequential game of imperfect

information, the natural equilibrium concept is perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE). I focus

exclusively on pure-strategy PBE.

Analysis

In Stage 2, from an analysis that is analogous to that in the baseline model, we have

s∗A(µ;φA) = max
{(
− (1− φA) + µ(2− φA)

)
ψA, 0

}
,

s∗B(µ;φB) = max
{(

1− µ(2− φB)
)
ψB, 0

}
.

Then the conditions required by a separating equilibrium are as follows:

(1− φB)ψB ≤ ψA,(1)

(1− φA)ψA ≤ ψB.(2)

Because ψA ≤ ψB, it is immediate that Condition 2 is always satis�ed. That is to say, A's

choice of φA never determines whether the separating equilibrium is possible. We therefore

see that it is always a weakly dominant strategy for A to select φA as large as possible.

Whether we are in the separating or pooling equilibrium is in B's hands, with separation

occurring whenever φB is selected to satisfy Condition 1.2 Analogous to A's choice, then,

selecting φB = 1 − ψA
ψB

weakly dominates any φB < 1 − ψA
ψB

. That is to say, if pooling is

going to happen, better that φB be as large as possible. This is summarized in the following

2. To ensure that an equilibrium exists, I assume that on the boundary at which the separating equilibrium

comes into existence, the pooling equilibrium is still played.
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Figure B.1: An example in which ψA = 2, ψB = 3, φA = 1/4, φB = 2/3, and pooling occurs.
Because B can move the upper boundary of the cone, ψB > ψA implies that B is in control
of whether separation is possible.

lemma:

Lemma B.1 (Player strategies). It is a weakly dominant strategy for A to set φA = φA. For

B, setting φB = 1− ψA
ψB

weakly dominates setting φB smaller.

However, B also realizes that φB even larger may bring about separation, at which point the

speci�c choice of φB otherwise does not matter. Therefore, in determining the equilibrium,

I consider B's two candidates for optimal play. First, B can select the largest φB that is

still compatible with pooling. Second, B can select anything larger than that to induce the

separating equilibrium. De�ne

T ′p ≡
ψA
(
1− (2− φA)φA

)
+ ψB

ψA(2− φA)2
.

We are now ready for the main result of this analysis:
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Proposition B.1 (Equilibrium outcomes). When p ≤ T ′p, there exists a PBE in which A

sets φA = φA, B sets φB = φB, and separation occurs. When p ≥ T ′p, there exists a PBE in

which A sets φA = φA, B sets φB = 1− ψA
ψB

, pooling occurs, and s∗B = 0.

A small value of p, then, means that B prefers separation. That is, when P is not over-

whelmingly likely to be aligned with A, it bene�ts B's policy goals more for both players to

be able to identify their friends and enemies. And in keeping with B having more capacity

than A, notice that T ′p ≥ 1/2, so even if P is somewhat more likely to be aligned with A, it

may still bene�t B to separate. When p is large, it is remarkable that B can induce pool-

ing by setting φB su�ciently small but then does not end up having to grant any support

at all. The mere presence of its superior, nonspeci�c resources proves tempting enough to

opposition politicians such as to destroy any possibility for a separating equilibrium, thus

preventing A from being able to identify its friends and enemies.

I now look at comparative statics on T ′p. An increase in T ′p means separation becomes

more desirable for B, while a decrease means that pooling becomes more desirable:

Proposition B.2 (Comparative statics). T ′p increases in φA and ψB and decreases in ψA.

Intuitively, as B's capacity increases more relative to A, separation comes to bene�t B more.

Finally, as φA increases, A is able to do increasingly well under pooling, eventually inducing

B to want to bring about separation.
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C Politician selection of complementarity extension

I extend the baseline model to examine how the politician might endogenously choose com-

plementarity φ. Selection of φ occurs before the baseline model plays out.

Formal de�nition

Preliminaries are as in the baseline model. The sequence of moves is as follows:

Stage 1

1. P 's type σ ∈ {−1, 1} is drawn and revealed to P . With probability p ∈ (0, 1), σ = −1

and P agrees with A. Otherwise, P agrees with B.

2. P selects φ ∈ [φ, φ].

Moves 2-5 from the baseline model shall comprise Stage 2. Utility functions are as in the

baseline model. Assumption 1 is maintained. Next, I assume the following:

Assumption C.1. φ ≤ 1− ψA
ψB

< φ.

This ensures that P has a choice of values of φ that, given pooling in Stage 1, may correspond

either to pooling or separation in Stage 2.

Summary

The exogenous parameters are p, φ, φ, ψA, and ψB. The endogenous choices are φ, m, sA,

sB, and x. The random variable is σ. As a sequential game of imperfect information, the

natural equilibrium concept is perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE). I focus exclusively on

pure-strategy PBE. I further apply the never dissuaded once convinced re�nement (Osborne
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and Rubenstein 1990, 96-8): once a group assigns probability one to any type, it does not

engage in any further updating regardless of P 's subsequent actions.3

Analysis

Analysis of Stage 2 is analogous to that in the baseline model. In the overall game, pooling

may only occur if both types of P would select the same value of φ and that value implies

pooling in the baseline model.

Recalling Assumption 1, by Proposition 1 a value of φ implies pooling in the baseline

model if and only if (1−φ)ψB ≤ ψA. This can be rearranged as φ ≤ 1− ψA
ψB

. Considering this

along with expressions for optimal support s∗A and s∗B in the baseline model, the following

cases yield (presently setting aside the possibility of separation in Stage 1):

p ≤ 1/2 :


φ ≤ min

{
1− p

1−p , 1−
ψA
ψB

}
Pooling; 0 = s∗A < s∗B

1− p
1−p < φ ≤ 1− ψA

ψB
Pooling; 0 < s∗A, s

∗
B

1− ψA
ψB

< φ Separation

,

3. In the present setting, this appears to be a more reasonable re�nement than that of Vincent (1998).

Suppose instead that groups continue to update after the selection of φ. Consider the case in which the prior

probability of a politician aligned with group I is small, and the capacity of I is low. If the politician aligned

with I does appear, she would be able to select a small value of φ to ensure that she receives support from

group J under a subsequent pooling equilibrium, which may exceed the support that she would receive from

I under a subsequent separating equilibrium (this does not contradict Lemma 1, which relied on φ being

�xed). But then it would have been sensible for both groups to continue to rely on the politician's selection

of φ small to infer her type, given that only the politician aligned with I has an incentive to do so.
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p ≥ 1/2 :


φ ≤ min

{
2− 1

p
, 1− ψA

ψB

}
Pooling; 0 = s∗B < s∗A

2− 1
p
< φ ≤ 1− ψA

ψB
Pooling; 0 < s∗A, s

∗
B

1− ψA
ψB

< φ Separation

.

I reach the following result:

Proposition C.1. One type of P strictly prefers to select a value of φ that implies separation

in Stage 2, such that separation in the overall game is guaranteed.
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D Formal proofs

Proof of Proposition 1. Denote P of type σ = −1 as PL and P of type σ = 1 as PR. A

separating equilibrium takes the following form:

� Strategy for PL: set m = L.

� Strategy for PR: set m = R.

� Strategy for I ∈ {A,B}: grant s∗I(1) if m = L and grant s∗I(0) otherwise.

� Beliefs: µL = 1 and µR = 0.

Holding �xed the behavior of groups, I check when both politician types have no incentive

to deviate. The utility to PL from setting m = L is ψA while the utility to PL from

misrepresenting and setting m = R is (1− φ)ψB. Then the utility of being truthful exceeds

that of misrepresenting when ψA
ψB
≥ 1 − φ. Next, the utility to PR from setting m = R is

ψB while the utility to PR from misrepresenting and setting m = L is (1− φ)ψA. Then the

utility of being truthful exceeds that of misrepresenting when ψB
ψA
≥ 1 − φ or equivalently,

ψA
ψB
≤ 1

1−φ . Taken together, this is 1 − φ ≤ ψA
ψB
≤ 1

1−φ . Given this, beliefs are consistent.

Finally, s∗I : I ∈ {A,B} was already constructed to be optimal.

Proof of Lemma 1. Denote P of type σ = −1 as PL and P of type σ = 1 as PR. Let

superscript S denote separation and superscript P denote pooling. Expected utilities from

separation are EUS
PL

= ψA and EUS
PR

= ψB. Expected utilities from pooling are

EUP
PL

= s∗A(p) + (1− φ)s∗B(p)

= max
{(
− (1− φ) + p(2− φ)

)
ψA, 0

}
+ (1− φ)

{(
1− p(2− φ)

)
ψB, 0

}
,

EUP
PR

= (1− φ)s∗A(p) + s∗B(p)

= (1− φ)max
{(
− (1− φ) + p(2− φ)

)
ψA, 0

}
+max

{(
1− p(2− φ)

)
ψB, 0

}
.
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Recall the initial assumptions that ψA ≤ ψB, 0 ≤ t < 1, and 0 < p < 1. Next, by Proposition

1 and the hypothesis that separation is possible, it follows that ψB ≤ 1
1−φψA. There are six

possible cases: the Cartesian product of types of P with contribution behavior under pooling

(p ≤ 1−φ
2−φ and only receiver B contributes, 1−φ

2−φ < p < 1
2−φ and both receivers contribute, and

1
2−φ ≤ p and only receiver A contributes). In each case, application of the assumptions along

with ψB ≤ 1
1−φψA implies that EUS

PI
> EUP

PI
, with I the corresponding type of P .

Proof of Proposition 2. Follows from Proposition 4 of Farrell and Gibbons (1989) taken

together with the present Lemma 1 (which substitutes for their Proposition 2, allowing

application of the logic of Proposition 4 to the present case of continuous actions).

Proof of Proposition 3. Let ES̃[x|ψA, ψB] denote expected policy under a perfect information

baseline and EP̃[x|ψA, ψB] denote expected policy when P is banned from communicating.

Notice of course that EP̃[x|ψA, ψB] = EP[x|ψA, ψB], and ES̃[x|ψA, ψB] = ES[x|ψA, ψB] when

the separating equilibrium is supportable.

Expected policy under the perfect information benchmark is as follows:

ES̃[x|ψA, ψB] = p(−ψA) + (1− p)ψB.

Expected policy under the no-communication benchmark is as follows:

EP̃[x|ψA, ψB] =


(1− p(2− φ))2ψB p ≤ 1−φ

2−φ

−(1− p(2− φ)− φ)2ψA + (1− p(2− φ))2ψB 1−φ
2−φ ≤ p ≤ 1

2−φ

−(1− p(2− φ)− φ)2ψA 1
2−φ ≤ p

.
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First observe that ∂
∂ψA

ES̃[x|ψA, ψB] = −p. Next,

∂

∂ψA
EP̃[x|ψA, ψB] =


0 p ≤ 1−φ

2−φ

−(1− p(2− φ)− φ)2 o/w

,

so the proposition follows.

Proof of Proposition 4. We must ask the conditions under which ES̃[x|(1 − φ)ψB, ψB] >

EP̃[x|(1− φ)ψB, ψB]. There are of course three cases: p < 1−φ
2−φ ,

1−φ
2−φ ≤ p < 1

2−φ , and
1

2−φ ≤ p.

In Cases 1 and 2, reduction of the system of inequalities consisting of the initial hypothesis

and case (and basic initial assumptions of the model) demonstrates that the former always

holds. In Case 3, the same process demonstrates that the initial hypothesis holds if and

only if p < 1−φ(1−φ)
2−φ(3−φ) . Because Cases 1 and 2 always imply p < 1−φ(1−φ)

2−φ(3−φ) , the proposition

follows.

Proof of Proposition 5. The condition

lim
ψA↑(1−φ)ψB

E[x] < lim
ψA↑ 1

1−φψB

E[x]

is equivalent to

EP̃[x|(1− φ)ψB, ψB] < ES̃
[
x

∣∣∣∣ 1

1− φ
ψB, ψB

]
.

There are three cases to consider: p < 1−φ
2−φ ,

1−φ
2−φ ≤ p < 1

2−φ , and
1

2−φ ≤ p. In Cases 2 and

3, reduction of the system of inequalities consisting of the initial hypothesis and case (and

basic initial assumptions of the model) demonstrates that the former never holds. In Case 1,

the same process demonstrates that the initial hypothesis holds if and only if p < 1−2φ
2−φ(3−φ) .

This is precisely the de�nition of separation strongly favoring B. Because each step in the
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chain of logical relationships was biconditional, the proposition follows.

Proof of Lemma A.1. Notice �rst that within pooling or separation, only the largest ψB

compatible with said equilibrium can be optimal.

In any Case, if B cannot induce separation (i.e. ψA < (1− φ)ψ
B
), it is clear that setting

ψB = ψB is optimal. Suppose instead that ψA ≥ (1− φ)ψ
B
. Then B's expected utility from

separation (setting ψB = 1
1−φψA) is EU

S
B = ((1−p(2−φ))ψA

1−φ .

Suppose that Case 1 holds. B's expected utility from pooling (setting ψB = ψB) is EUP
B =

(1−p(2−φ))2ψB. Then EUS
B ≥ EUP

B implies (and is implied by) ψA ≥ (1−p(2−φ))(1−φ)ψB.

Because ψA < (1−φ)ψ
B
makes separation infeasible for B so that setting ψB = ψB must be

optimal, it therefore follows that

ψ̃A = max{(1− p(2− φ))(1− φ)ψB, (1− φ)ψB}.

Now suppose that Case 2 holds. B's expected utility from pooling (setting ψB = ψB) is

EUP
B = −(1− p(2− φ)− φ)2ψA + (1− p(2− φ))2ψB.

Then EUS
B ≥ EUP

B implies (and is implied by)

(3) ψA ≥
(1− p(2− φ))2(1− φ)

(1− p)(2− φ)(1− p(2− φ)(1− φ)− t(1− φ))
ψB,

so analogously to Case 1 it follows that

ψ̃A = max

{
(1− p(2− φ))2(1− φ)

(1− p)(2− φ)(1− p(2− φ)(1− φ)− t(1− φ))
ψB, (1− φ)ψB

}
.
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Suppose that Case 3 holds. B's expected utility from pooling (setting ψB = ψB) is

EUP
B = −(1− p(2− φ)− φ)2ψA.

Then EUS
B ≥ EUP

B is equivalent to p ≤ 1−φ(1−φ)
2−φ(3−φ) , a condition unrelated to ψA.

Proof of Proposition A.1. Given what we know from Lemma A.1 about B's choice of ψB, A's

expected utility from separation in any Case is EUS
A = (p(2−φ)−1)ψA

1−φ . Then
dEUS

A

dψA
= p(2−φ)−1

1−φ ,

so it follows that
dEUS

A

dψA
< 0 in Cases 1 and 2, and

dEUS
A

dψA
> 0 in Case 3. Therefore, I conclude

that if A were to induce separation, in Cases 1 and 2, A would set ψA = ψ̃A (if B were ever

so averse to separation such that ψ̃A > ψA, then A simply cannot induce separation and sets

ψA = ψA). In Case 3, A would set ψA = ψA.

Note also that whenever A desires pooling, A sets ψA as large as is compatible with this.

Suppose that Case 1 or 2 holds. Suppose �rst that ψ̃A ≥ (1− φ)ψ
B
. Then at ψA = ψ̃A,

A can induce either pooling or separation. But recall that ψ̃A is de�ned as the value of ψA

such that B is indi�erent between pooling and separation, and because the game in Stage

1 is constant-sum, this implies A's indi�erence between pooling and separation (of course

B would not prefer separation with ψA even greater). I conclude that A sets ψA = ψ̃A

and can assume that when indi�erent, A induces pooling.4 Suppose instead that ψ̃A <

(1 − φ)ψ
B
. Because it was just demonstrated that A's Stage 1 utility under separation is

strictly decreasing in ψA, this implies that, since at ψ̃A A is indi�erent between pooling and

separation, at (1− φ)ψ
B
A must strictly prefer pooling. Then A sets ψA = ψ̃A and induces

pooling.

Suppose that Case 3 holds. Suppose that B prefers pooling, i.e. p ≥ 1−φ(1−φ)
2−φ(3−φ) . Then

B always sets ψB = ψB regardless of ψA, so A sets ψA = ψA. Suppose instead that B

4. A lexicographic preference relation for A by which A �rst maximizes what is presently given as its Stage

1 utility function and next minimizes its Stage 2 cost of granting support would yield this as the optimum.
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always prefers separation, i.e. p ≤ 1−φ(1−φ)
2−φ(3−φ) . Then A can either induce pooling by setting

ψA = (1− φ)ψ
B
or induce separation by setting ψA = ψA. A's utility from pooling is

EUP
A

(
(1− φ)ψ

B

)
= (1− p(2− φ)− φ)2(1− φ)ψ

B
,

while its utility from separation is EUS
A

(
ψA
)
= ψA(p(2−φ)−1)

1−φ . Then EUS
A ≥ EUP

A implies (and

is implied by)

ψA ≥
(1− p(2− φ)− φ)2(1− φ)2

p(2− φ)− 1
ψ
B
.(4)

Then clearly A induces separation by setting ψA = ψA if this condition holds and induces

pooling by setting ψA = (1−φ)ψ
B
otherwise. Recalling that we are in Case 3 and B always

prefers separation, the condition can be rearranged as

p ≥
ψA −

√
tψA

(
ψA − 4(1− φ)2ψ

B

)
2(1− φ)2(2− φ)ψ

B

+
1− φ
2− φ

(= Tp).(5)

Examining the right-hand side of Condition 4, observe that whenever φ > 0, it follows that

lim
p↓ 1

2−φ

(1− p(2− φ)− φ)2(1− φ)2

p(2− φ)− 1
ψ
B
=∞.

implying that approaching the boundary of Case 3 from within the case, Condition 4 is never

satis�ed. Next, if φ = 0, to be in Case 3 we must have p ≥ 1/2. Given this, B is indi�erent

to separation rather than strictly dispreferring it (implying that A is indi�erent) only when

p = 1/2. These observations imply that the right-hand side of Condition 5 must be greater

than or equal to 1
2−φ . The proposition follows.

Proof of Proposition A.2. The Condition 4 LHS increases in ψA and RHS increases in ψB.
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Proof of Lemma B.1. As discussed, A's choice of φA cannot determine whether pooling or

separation occurs. If pooling occurs, A's Stage 1 expected utility is

EUP
A = ((1− p)φA − (1− 2p)) s∗A(p;φA)− (pφB − (2p− 1)) s∗B(p;φB).

Suppose p ≤ 1/2 and φA < 1−2p
1+p

. Then
∂EUP

A

∂φA
= 0. Suppose instead that either φA > 1−2p

1+p

or p ≥ 1/2 (or both). We have
∂EUP

A

∂φA
= 2(1 − p)((1 − p)φA − (1 − 2p))ψA > 0. Then given

that pooling occurs, φA = φA is always optimal. Given that separation occurs, A's expected

utility is not a function of φA and similarly, φA = φA is always optimal. A symmetric

argument applies to B, except any φB > 1− ψA
ψB

leads to separation in Stage 2.

Proof of Proposition B.1. Analysis of the Stage 2 subgame is as before. Next, Lemma B.1

tells us 1. φA = φA is always optimal for A and 2. given that B chooses to induce pooling,

the largest such value of φB is selected, namely 1 − ψA
ψB

. We are left to determine which of

two candidates is optimal for B: pooling with φB = 1− ψA
ψB

or separation with φB = φB.

Utility to B from separation is EUS
B = −pψA+(1−p)ψB. To determine utility to B from

pooling, allow two cases: p ≤ 1/2 and p > 1/2. Suppose �rst that p ≤ 1/2. Then utility from

pooling is

EUP
B =

(−pψA + (1− p)ψB)2

ψB
− c∗A(p;φA)

(
(1− p)φA − (1− 2p)

)
.

Given the assumed constraints on possible parameter values, EUS
B ≥ EUP

B must follow.

Suppose instead that p > 1/2. Then utility from pooling is

EUP
B =

(−pψA + (1− p)ψB)c∗B
(
p; 1− ψA

ψB

)
ψB

− ψA
(
(1− p)φA − (1− 2p)

)2
.

Then EUS
B ≥ EUP

B implies (and is implied by) p ≤ T ′p.
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Suppose that p ≥ T ′p and B induces pooling. To see that c∗B = 0, observe that c∗B
(
p; 1−

ψA
ψB

)
> 0 implies p < ψB

ψA+ψB
, which contradicts p ≥ T ′p.

Finally, observing that T ′p > 1/2, I �nd that T ′p is always the threshold dividing the region

of p in which the speci�ed separating equilibrium exists from that in which the speci�ed

pooling equilibrium exists.

Proof of Proposition B.2. We have
∂T ′p
∂ψA

= − ψB
ψ2
A(2−φA)2

< 0,
∂T ′p
∂ψB

= 1
ψA(2−φA)2

> 0, and

∂T ′p
∂φA

= 2(ψB−(1−φA)ψA)
ψA(φA−2)3

> 0.

Proof of Proposition C.1. Case 1: p ≤ 1/2. Suppose that PB selects φ ≤ min
{
1− p

1−p , 1−
ψA
ψB

}
.

Expected utility to PB is

EUPB =
(
φp+ (1− 2p)

)
ψB,

which is maximized at φ = min
{
1− p

1−p , 1−
ψA
ψB

}
. Suppose next that PB selects φ ∈(

1− p
1−p , 1−

ψA
ψB

]
. Expected utility to PB is

EUPB = (1− φ)
(
(1− p)φ+ 2p− 1

)
ψA +

(
φp+ (1− 2p)

)
ψB.(6)

This has a critical point at

φ∗ =
(2− 3p)ψA + pψB

2(1− p)ψA
.(7)

The second derivative test demonstrates that this is globally concave in φ. But notice that

φ∗ > 1− ψA
ψB

, such that if any value of φ ∈
[
0, 1− ψA

ψB

]
were optimal, it must be 1− ψA

ψB
. Then

we are left to compare expected utility from pooling at 1− ψA
ψB

to that from separation. The

former is Expression 6 setting φ = 1 − ψA
ψB

. The latter is simply ψB. The latter is strictly

greater than the former, such that separation is always strictly preferred.
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Case 2: p ≥ 1/2. Suppose that PB selects φ ≤ min
{
2− 1

p
, 1− ψA

ψB

}
. Expected utility to

PB is

EUPB = (1− φ)
(
(1− p)φ+ 2p− 1

)
ψA.

This has a critical point at

φ∗ =
2− 3p

2(1− p)
.

The second derivative test demonstrates that this is globally concave in φ, but note for later

that φ∗ < 2− 1
p
coincides with p > 2−

√
2.

Suppose next that PB selects φ ∈
(
2− 1

p
, 1− ψA

ψB

]
. Expected utility to PB is as in

Expression 6, and so the critical point is as in Expression 7. But as before, φ∗ > 1− ψA
ψB

.

We are left to perform three expected utility comparisons: separation vs. 1. pooling

at φ = 2−3p
2(1−p) (when p > 2 −

√
2), 2. pooling at φ = 2 − 1

p
(when p ≤ 2 −

√
2), and 3.

pooling at 1 − ψA
ψB

. The third comparison was already performed in Case 1, demonstrating

that separation is strictly preferred. Performing the second comparison also shows that

separation is strictly preferred. The �rst comparison implies that pooling is preferred if and

only if ψB ≤ p2

4(1−p)ψA.

The �nal step, then, is to determine what PA prefers to do when ψB ≤ p2

4(1−p)ψA and

p > 2−
√
2. Suppose that PA selects φ ≤ min

{
2− 1

p
, 1− ψA

ψB

}
. Expected utility to PA is

EUPA =
(
(1− p)φ+ 2p− 1

)
ψA,

which is clearly increasing in φ, implying a maximum at the upper corner. Suppose next
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that PA selects φ ∈
(
2− 1

p
, 1− ψA

ψB

]
. Expected utility to PA is

EUPA =
(
p− (1− φ)(1− p)

)
ψA + (1− φ)

(
1− p(2− φ)

)
ψB.(8)

This has a critical point at

φ∗ =
(1− p)ψA + (3p− 1)ψB

2pψB
.(9)

The second derivative test demonstrates that this is globally concave in φ. But notice that

φ∗ > 1− ψA
ψB

, such that if any value of φ ∈
[
0, 1− ψA

ψB

]
were optimal, it must be 1− ψA

ψB
. Then

we are left to compare expected utility from pooling at 1− ψA
ψB

to that from separation. The

former is Expression 8 setting φ = 1 − ψA
ψB

. The latter is simply ψA. The latter is strictly

greater than the former, such that separation is always strictly preferred.

Then one type of P always strictly prefers separation. This can always be induced by

selecting φ su�ciently large, such that failure to do so is informative in itself.
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